HCP2010 Final Bulletin

August 10, 2010

Dear HCP2010 participant,
We are now less than two weeks away from the start of HCP2010. We are looking
forward to seeing you all in Toronto and anticipate an exciting conference where the
most recent results from the LHC, Tevatron and other energy frontier machines will be
discussed and where we hear about the most recent, related, theoretical developments.
In this bulletin we attempt to provide you with the most up-to-date logistical information
for the meeting. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to get in touch with us
at: hcp2010@physics.utoronto.ca.

Arrival and Registration
We invite you to a welcome reception, with wine and cheese, from 17:00 to 20:00 on
Sunday evening, the 22nd of August, at the site of the conference (The Bahen Centre,
University of Toronto, 40 St. George Street – nearest cross-streets St.George and
College). You can find a link to it on Google Maps at the conference website. You’ll be
able to pick up your conference materials, test the wireless setup, meet up with
colleagues etc. Your registration packets will also include suggestions for nearby
restaurants either for dinner of lunches during the week.
Registration will resume Monday at 8:00 am outside the meeting room. The session
starts at 8:50 (see https://indico.triumf.ca/conferenceTimeTable.py?confid=916).
Please note, for those of you haven’t paid your registration fees we’ll only be able to
accept cash (Canadian-$, or US-$ at par!) at the conference site. However, we can still
accept payment online at: https://mis.triumf.ca/events/event.jsf?confcode=HCP2010
until the start of the meeting. We’ll also be able to direct you to a nearby bank machine
to get cash

Conference dinner information
Thursday evening we’ll be hosting the Conference Dinner at the CN tower. The cost of
this dinner is included in the registration fee. A limited number of dinner tickets for
accompanying persons may be available on Sunday and Monday during registration at
a cost of $100 (which includes the $25 admission to visit the tower observation deck).
Meal preferences need to be communicated to the restaurant prior to the week of the
conference. We regret not asking this during the registration process, but would like to
request that you email us at hcp2010@physics.utoronto.ca with your preference
(Chicken, Salmon or Vegetarian) by the end of this weekend (August 15, 2010). For
those who don’t respond, we will make a guess at the distribution of remaining meals.
When you register for the meeting you will be given a Dinner Choice ticket. We
apologise in advance if your preference is not available at the time of registration.

Speakers and INDICO
We’ll be using INDICO for the meeting, so as to make all talks available to the
participants in real time. We ask that all speakers upload their talks at least half-a-day
prior to their session so that we can load them onto the podium computer. Speakers will
be contacted separately with the INDICO access information.

Poster presenters
Poster boards will be provided in the halls outside the meeting room. 4’ high x 3’ wide
posters should fit nicely (A0 also works in this size). Posters should go up during the
day Monday. We have an extended period, Tuesday afternoon, in the program where
poster presenters should be present to answer questions (extra refreshments provided).
Presenters will be contacted separately with details on where their poster should go up.

We look forward to welcoming you to Toronto at the end of the month. Sincerely,

The HCP2010 local organising committee

